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Membership Dues are $8.00 
 

Remember:  Tell the entry guard that 
you are an OLS member to avoid the 
$5 parking fee! 

 
 

2015 Dates – 
 
- Spring Meeting and Bulb Sale:  

Saturday - April 25, 2015 
 

- OLS Lily Show:   
o Show July 4-5, 2015 
 

- Fall Meeting and Bulb Sale:  
Saturday - October 24, 2015 

 
 
NALS SHOW – July 15-19, 2015 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
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President’s Letter                                                                        Spring, 2015 

  
Dear Ohio Lily Friends, 
 
Did you think the cold February weather would ever end? The official recording 
station for Cleveland has established that February 2015 was the coldest 
February in recorded history.  Last year we had the “Polar Vortex” and the 
“Greenland Block“ that took the blame for the extremely cold weather we had. I 
really did not hear any meteorological claim as to what was the issue this year 
other than the general shape of the jet stream.  That cold trend extended this 
year into the first week or two of March before things finally to approach normal 
temperatures. The only good thing was that in my area we had well over a foot of 
snow on the ground at all times during the coldest times. Hopefully this will have 
acted as enough “insulation” so that lilies were not damaged. Of course, it is too 
soon to tell if the quite soggy ground that resulted when all that snow melted will 
pose any problems.  

Assuming we get what we ordered, the Bulb Committee has succeeded in 
obtaining some new varieties for our sale. Prices continue to creep upward and 
with the exception of items purchased from a wholesaler it is hard to sell bulbs for 
less than $3-4 each. OTs are in demand but they tend to bulk up more slowly 
than Asiatics or LAs so they remain more expensive. We have tried to keep 
prices reasonable for the auction but this means avoiding some of the truly newer 
things that will retail for anywhere from $12 to $40 each. Check out the listing of 
what we will have elsewhere in this issue of the Bulletin.   We will have as many 
pictures as possible posted on the web site: www.ohiolilysociety.org/. Please do 
try to support your society with this sale. Besides dues the two bulb sales are 
really our only money making opportunities. Since quantities will be limited on 
some items do take advantage of your membership benefit and use the pre-order 
system.  

Let me say a bit more about the auction items. Your Bulb Committee 
always tries to have a few interesting items available for the auction. 
Unfortunately, the cost of newer things can be high. This year we have a few 
bulbs each of several types of interdivisional hybrids. Considering their newness 
and unique character the starting bidding prices are reasonable. One other item 
in the auction is L. martagon var. album. This is the pure white form of the 
species Martagon. This lily is the proud recipient of a First Class Certificate 
meaning that a special panel of lily experts has agreed that it is a plant of 
outstanding characteristics. Martagons will never be cheap as they take a longer 
than usual time to reach flowering size, but the starting price for this one is 
reasonable too…for a Martagon.   

The sale begins promptly at noon (or maybe a little before) on Saturday 
April 25, 2015. OLS members are reminded that they are entitled to free entrance 
into Kingwood. Just tell the entrance guard you are an OLS member coming to 
the bulb sale and meeting to qualify for free admission. Please plan on attending 
our potluck luncheon and meeting which will be held in the Meeting Room 
concurrently with the bulb sale in the Workshop. OLS will provide roast turkey 

http://www.ohiolilysociety.org/
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and baked ham for the luncheon. Each member is asked to bring a dish to share 
and their own table service. Coffee and tea will also be provided. 

This summer our show will be July 4th and 5th. Your time to submit entries 
is from 8:00 to 11:00 am on Saturday morning. The Classification Committee can 
try to help with identification but do try to determine what named variety you are 
bringing as it helps during the short time we are all working with to prep our show 
entries. The Show Schedule is included with this issue of the Bulletin and can 
help you identify where your stem can be entered. Artistic arrangements are also 
most welcome as detailed in the Schedule. Entering the show is a great way to 
increase your knowledge of lilies and to learn more about what it takes to grow a 
fine lily specimen. Consider buying a few new bulbs as candidates for show 
entries!  
See you on the 25th of April! 

Larry 
 

 

Remember:  Tell the entry guard that you are an OLS member to avoid the 
$5 fee! 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

NALS Membership  
Contact is: Stephanie Sims, P.O. Box W, Bonners Ferry, ID 83805, 208-267-7257, 
Stephanie@lilies.org. New/renewal memberships at $20 for one year or $55 for three years can 
be mailed directly to her. Or, the NALS web site: www.lilies.org can be utilized to pay membership 
dues directly by PayPal or to download a membership application blank. 
 
NALS members enjoy: 

 Four color Quarterly Bulletins and an annual hardbound Yearbook, covering culture, 
lilium species, growing from seed, propagation, and hybridization.  

 A seed exchange, offering seed from lilium species and hybrids from around the world.  

 An annual meeting and lily show, where you can see fabulous lilies, attend educational 
seminars, and meet like-minded lily enthusiasts.  

 NALS also maintains a lending library for member use, funds Lilium research through its 
Research Trust, and conducts an annual lily popularity poll to identify varieties that 
perform well for members.  

 

 
 
 
 

ANNUAL LILY SHOW & SYMPOSIUM 
 

 

The NALS show ‘Celebrating Alberta Lily Hybridizers’ will be in Calgary, Alberta, 

Canada in 2015.  The dates are July 15-19.  A link to the web site for more information 

is: 

 

http://nals2015.com/ 

 

 

mailto:Stephanie@lilies.org
http://www.lilies.org/
seedexchange.html
lilyshows.html
popularitypoll.html
http://nals2015.com/
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Treasurer report  

 

Date Amount

9/29/2015 $100.00

10/27/2015 $421.58

12/29/2015 $538.25

 

Total Receipts $1,059.83

Date Check # Amount

11/20/2015 1096 $19.13

11/21/2015 1098 $167.65

12/1/2015 1097 $510.25

12/9/2015 1099 $212.00

1/23/2015 DC $35.74

3/2/2015 1100 $50.00

2/20/2015 DC $9.80

3/20/2015 1101 $200.00

 

 NOTE:  

  

 

   

Total DIsbursements $1,204.57

Starting Checking Balance $8,061.96 $7,917.22

Total Receipts $1,059.83

Total Disbursements $1,204.57  

  

Ending Checking Balance $7,917.22   $7,917.22 Reconciled Checkbook Balance

SAVINGS $2,003.66

Total Funds $9,920.88

Kingwood Center Kingwood fees

NALS membership

US Postal Service stamps

CP LILIES bulb purchase

THE LILY NOOK bulb purchase

MAK LILIES bulb purchase

325.58 sales

514.25 sales

KATHLEEN FOOD P[URCHASE

Sold

 

Membship: $96.00 +

membship: $24.00 +

Outstanding Checks

ohio lily SOCIETY
Treasure's Report Spring 2015 

Receipts
Receipts From Reason

Disbursements

Eric Duma NY-(orange invoice)

 

Outstanding Deposits

Payee Reason

Summary SEPT. BANK RECONCILIATION STATEMENT

Ending Balance

Ohio Sales Tax semi-annual payment

Rosemary: 12, John G.: 46

 

 

 

 

on loan bulbs:  John H.:3, +
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Secretary report:  

Ohio Lily Society Minutes for Meeting of October 25, 2015 
The meeting was called to order by Larry Diehl at 2:02 p.m. with 14 members and guests in 
attendance. 
A motion to approve the minutes as printed was passed. 
The Treasurer’s report to be approved as printed. Motion moved and passed. 
OLD BUSINESS  
The Mansfield paper published that the Kingwood center was closed today. This impacts the foot 
traffic and bulb sales. What are we to do with the left over bulbs? We have in the past donated 
them to Kingwood. That brought up the question, do we need a spring sale? Jan Stein suggested 
that we might only pick from a minimum of two growers for the spring sale. And there was the 
idea of just having a lily auction for the spring meeting from Wayne Sollenberger. 
A point was brought up by Larry Diehl, is that the members can suggest bulbs to be ordered for 
them by the bulb committee from the growers that the OLS uses. This would be of benefit to the 
growers and the group also. 
A continuation of this subject needs to be addressed. 
Can we go back to having the luncheon and bulb sale in the same room with the change in 
personnel was asked by Kathleen Higgins. We would not need to rent the other room. 
NEW BUSINESS 
Jan Stein was presented with the North America Lily Society (NALS) Regional Service Medal and 
is awarded for outstanding service to a regional lily society. Please congratulate her on this 
accomplishment as it is well deserved. 
We are now taking candidates for next years Regional Service Medal. Please remember to 
nominate worthy individuals for consideration soon. 
The NALS is looking for a regional society to host a show in Cleveland, OH. There was a lot of 
talk of the logistics it takes to put on a show. At this point we are resisting from undertaking this 
project at this time. 
OLS Events for 2015 
We are looking at the 11

th
 or 18

th
 of April for the Spring Bulb Sale and meeting. No later than this 

because then it will bump up against the Hemerocallis Societies events. Kathleen Higgins made 
mention that we should shoot for the 18

th
 of April for the Spring Bulb Sale and meeting. 

We are prospectively looking at the date of July 4
th
 and 5

th
 for the Flower Show. 

The date of Oct 24
th

 has been chosen for the Fall Bulb Sale and meeting 
For the Flower Show we will need volunteers 

 Need a show chairperson 

o John Gormley Volunteered 

 There is a need for a few clerks 

o To put on ribbons 

o Remove and count up stubs 

 

The volunteers are needed by the spring meeting. 

Jan Stein volunteered to make the artistic schedule. 

Rosemary Tanner will continue to provide the show dinner. 

 

Kathleen Higgins made a plea to the members to volunteer for the teardown and other duties 

for the show. Stems at teardown can be donated to the nursing homes etc. All is needed is a 

container to transport in them in. 

 

Remember that OLS dues are to be paid for today for the next year. 

There was a motion to adjourn the meeting at 2:52 p.m. Motion passed. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
John Gormley 
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Ask Harry 

By 

Harry Humus 
 

 
Dear Harry: Last fall I dug a number of my lilies and noticed something I had really 

never noticed before. The roots coming out of the base of the lily seemed to be of two 

types. In particular there were some big fat roots that were all wrinkly and did not 

appear to have any smaller feeder type of roots on them. This appearance was true for 

several types of lilies that I dug, but when I dug some L. canadense they did not appear to 

have this type of root at all. What’s the story with this strange root structure? I.B. 

Stumped 

Dear Mr. /Ms. Stumped, 

Didn’t you write last fall with another question? Well, it doesn’t matter. This is an 

interesting topic as well. Not a lot is written about the root systems of lilies. Notice I did 

say “systems” because there are in fact three types of root systems: stem roots, basal roots 

and contractile roots.  Most lilies have all three types but there are a few exceptions such 

as L. candidum which has no stem roots and the one you mentioned L. canadense which 

you noted does not appears to have contractile roots. 

The stem roots are produced above the bulb and along the stem up to the soil 

surface. Occasionally they may even appear above the soil surface and reach down into 

the ground. This above ground appearance may also occur when the bulb is not planted 

sufficiently deep or if the soil is too hard for the plant to reach its proper depth. Stem 

roots are important feeder roots for the plant and also serve to anchor the stem. In a 

vigorous plant they may be very thick and matted and can form a thick mass maybe 6-8 

inches in diameter and maybe 6 inches deep. That root mass may block next year’s stem 

from directly emerging unless it is removed with the stem during fall cleanup. Since they 

die with the stem in the fall stem roots are annual in nature and live for about 6 months.  

Stem roots are the prime benefactors of above ground annual fertilizer applications and 

any top dressing that is applied in the beds.  The importance of these roots is sometimes 

noticed in Orientals where the bulb has died but the stem roots keep the plant growing, 

flowering and even setting seed without a the assistance of the bulb. 

Basal roots are formed at the base of the bulb usually along the edges of the basal 

plate.  They perform the same function as the stem roots in supplying nutrients and water. 

In dry conditions they may be the more significant water source for the plant.  In some 

ways the basal roots are more important to bulb health than the stem roots. They supply 

water and nutrients before the stem begins to grow and before there are any stem roots to 

help support the plant. This is one reason to place some fertilizer under the bulb (but with 

soil in between) when the bulb is planted. They also continue to function after the stem 

has died back in the fall. From this you can see several important facts about planting and 

selection bulbs in the fall. Select bulbs with as many intact and healthy looking basal 

roots as possible. Sometimes shippers trim basal roots from the bulb as a matter of 

convenience and this requires the bulb to grow new roots before it can truly establish 

itself in its new location. It also implies that you should be as careful as possible in 

transplanting a bulb so as to damage as few basal roots as possible.  Severe damage to the 

basal roots can dramatically set back a transplanted bulb and may even threaten its 

survival. Basal roots have a lifetime of perhaps 18-24 months.  

 

Next we come to those wrinkly roots, the contractile roots. Contractile roots tend 

to be thicker and heavier than the basal roots. They also tend to form at the edge of the 
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basal plate. The contractile roots anchor themselves in the soil and then shorten 

themselves thereby pulling the bulb down to the required depth. This is an important 

function in concentric bulb types as it is the only mechanism that seedling bulbs, stem 

bulbils or stem bulblets have to move to the proper depth as the bulbs grow larger. Proper 

depth is important so that stem roots can form and help in developing a large and mature 

bulb.   If you soil is too hard the contractile roots cannot overcome this obstacle and a 

small bulb will fail to flourish. The contractile roots also help anchor the plant in the soil 

and maintain an erect stem.  OT hybrids can produce some very large bulbs and massive 

stems. It is not unknown for a large OT bulb to have pulled itself down to a depth of 12 

inches! Imagine starting out as a seedling perhaps at a depth of 1 inch to finally be pulled 

down almost a foot. It should make you think about the condition of your soil at more 

than a few inches in depth. Contractile roots may eventually branch out and absorb water 

and nutrients.  

  Let me make one last point about that L. canadense bulb you mentioned. Is it 

possible it does not need contractile roots? It is a stolon forming bulb. It has the ability to 

establish bulbs at another depth simply by having the stolon grow in that direction. It 

therefore has a completely different mechanism to control bulb depth than a concentric 

bulb has.  
 

 

 


